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As more new college students find themselves placed into
developmental courses, it is increasingly necessary for high
schools to provide academic remediation and support that
prepares students for college-level English. McGraw-Hill
Education is a trusted source for the tools and programs
you’ll need to ensure that your students are prepared for the
transition to college. The Common Places program enables
struggling students to become college-ready by improving
learning and performance in critical reading, writing, and
thinking competencies. It also provides various solutions
to fit the needs of any bridge course designed to transition
students from high school to college English.
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Common Places: Bridge to College English features include:
• Integrated instructional materials including, close reading,
writing strategies, vocabulary, and grammar instruction

Can you identify the animals that made these
tracks? Patterns help us know what to expect,
not only in the wild, but also in texts.

Lisa Hoeffner and
Kent Hoeffner

Text Purposes and Text
Patterns

Every text has a purpose. In fact, you could probably think of a long list of
writing purposes: to reflect, to memorialize, to define, to entertain, to list, to
vent frustration, and to make a plea, just to name a few. Most of the texts you
encounter in your college and work life will have one or more of these writing
purposes: to inform, to analyze, to evaluate, and to persuade.
To compose texts that effectively fulfill their purposes, writers often use
text patterns. Text patterns—narration, definition, illustration, classification,
comparison-contrast, cause and effect, process analysis, and argument—are
modes of thought that communicate ideas. For example, to write an informative article about glaciers melting as a result of global warming, a writer may
use a cause and effect text pattern. To evaluate alternative forms of energy, a
writer may use a comparison-contrast text pattern. Writers choose text patterns
on the basis of their topics and their writing purposes.
Text patterns help us both as readers and as writers. As readers, we recognize text patterns and expect them to present information in specific ways. As
writers, we use text patterns to communicate our thoughts.
In this chapter, we focus on the four writing purposes and learn how text
patterns can be used to fulfill these purposes.

CHAPTER OBJECTIVES

After completing this chapter, students
will be able to do the following:

•

Identify the purposes of texts—
to inform, to analyze, to evaluate,
and to persuade.

•

Connect purposes and text
patterns.

•

Recognize eight text patterns—
narration, definition, illustration,
classification, comparisoncontrast, cause and effect, process
analysis, and argument.

•

Analyze these eight text patterns
as they appear in readings.

•

Use these eight text patterns to
compose paragraphs and essays.

•

Recognize mixed text patterns
in a reading, and use mixed text
patterns in writing.
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• An annotated Teacher Edition with robust teaching tips and
answers to in-text questions and exercises
• Practical guidance to help students prepare for college-level
work, including exercises to boost emotional intelligence
and metacognition
• A wealth of digital resources, including leveled assessments,
leveled reading and writing exercises, and practic e question
sets designed to help students excel on various college
placement tests.

Power of Process
READING AND WRITING TOOL
Reading and writing strategies pose
questions to students and ask them
to think critically and engage actively
with text.

COURSE SUPPORT
A robust, web-based assignment and
assessment platform that supports
teachers and students throughout
the course.

mheonline.com/bridge

ADAPTIVE LEARNING PROGRAM
Assesses what students know, then
provides focused instruction in areas
that need improvement.
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BRIDGE TO COLLEGE ENGLISH: DIGITAL ESSENTIALS
Bridge to
College English

Digital Essentials

For courses that do not require an ebook—or to enhance an established
course—Bridge to College English: Digital Essentials provides an all-digital
supplement to your Bridge course. Available in Connect, this online course
includes LearnSmart® Achieve which features videos and elaborate learning
resources, Power of Process assessment activities, varied assignment types,
leveled assessments, and more.
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